Software Development
Bespoke Online, Offline and Mobile
Application Development Solutions
Nouveau Software Development
Nouveau’s in-house cutting-edge software development team builds bespoke solutions to improve
efficiency, productivity, insight and profit, as well as solve system, integration, data and software

issues. Our solutions incorporate functionality that enable your staff to transact business quickly,
accurately and with a customer-orientated focus.

Specialist Software Skills

Our software specialists will thoroughly investigate and
understand your needs to create the optimally designed
solution to achieve your goals, using both open source and
Microsoft platforms and tools.
Our bespoke development projects have included:
• Portals integrated with Microsoft Dynamics
• Microsoft CRM customisation
• Software and systems integration
• Data extraction and analysis
• APIs
• System queries, reporting and dashboards
• Web interface business management systems
• Workflow implementations for company specific processes
• Advanced ticketing, leisure and automated marketing
systems
• Advanced membership management and booking system

Solutions Tailored to Meet Your Needs

We recognise that business processes need to be efficient,
integrated and relevant. We work with you to streamline your
business processes, by developing and deploying tailored
solutions to meet your needs. We also specialise in turning
data into meaningful and intelligent business insight, so that
you can fine tune your business model and compete more
effectively.
If your business applications aren’t delivering your business
needs, our experts will evaluate what you’d like to achieve
and take you on the first step towards a tailored solution that
is right for you.

Contact us today for a free health-check audit:

T: 0118 918 6822 E: sales@nouveau.co.uk

NSL CRM for Leisure

In the leisure industry, the ease, speed and functionality of
business systems often makes the difference in maximising
commercial success. Nouveau’s NSL CRM solutions are
designed for leisure centres, sporting, entertainment venues
and tourist attractions to manage their customers, from
engagement and ticketing, through to segmentation,
crossselling and retention.
Based on standard Microsoft software and fully integrated
to the MS Office suite, NSL CRM can optimise your sales
productivity, as well as incorporating powerful management
reporting capability. Our solutions deliver wide ranging
functionality from a single framework to facilitate the day
today administration and growth of your business.

PROP-SYS: Proposal Management
Systems

PropSys is a system to manage all stages of the sales-aid
leasing process from online proposal through to end of
lease management. PropSys provides users with simple
and intuitive screens to navigate the user through the lease
process and provides a full audit trail of the proposal via its
integration with Microsoft Dynamics CRM.

Why Choose Nouveau?

Whether your goals are to take advantage of new technology
capabilities, simplify network management, safeguard
data or reduce operating costs, we can supply all your
infrastructure requirements, and support you with:

NSL CRM for Ticketing

Our NSL CRM Solution for Ticketing is a web-based package
for ticketed events, sport, festivals and box offices. It helps
organisations to manage, promote and sell ticketed events.
Built on Microsoft Dynamics CRM platform, Ticketing provides
a range of powerful marketing and reporting tools that
enable organisations to promote and streamline events in
real-time.

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Customisation
Sometimes an out of the box solution doesn’t quite work
how you want it to, or doesn’t quite suit your unique business
processes and this is where our team can help. With many
years of experience implementing Microsoft Dynamics
CRM customisation for clients we can custom-fit your CRM
software to your business needs.

Business Intelligence Reporting

Volume of data is growing at a colossal rate and many
organisations struggle to interpret this data into meaningful
and intelligent business insight. Our expert team will
transform your data and enable you to make business
decisions based on sound business intelligence.

• Knowledge and Expertise
• Customer-Centric Approach
• IT Support Excellence
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